
AMERICAN TYPEWRITER Condensed Light

How it should be:

The breve of lc |
The comma-accent of lc |!| | is not centered along the vertical axis of the letter.

"| is not centered along the vertical axis of the letter.



AMERICAN TYPEWRITER Condensed

How it should be:

The breves are way too wide, non-symmetrical (they should be for this typeface), and are not centered along the vertical axis of the letter.
The comma-accent of lc |!| | is not centered along the vertical axis of the letter.



AMERICAN TYPEWRITER Light

How it should be:

The breves are not centered along the vertical axis of the letter.
The comma-accent of lc |!| | is not centered along the vertical axis of the letter.



AMERICAN TYPEWRITER Condensed Light

How it should be:

AMERICAN TYPEWRITER Regular

The breve of lc |!| is not centered along the vertical axis of the letter.
The comma-accent of lc |"| | is not centered along the vertical axis of the letter.



AMERICAN TYPEWRITER Bold

The breves are not centered along the vertical axis of the letter.
The comma-accents of the lowercases could have a shorter tail, and be a bit smaller.

How it should be:

The comma-accent of lc |!| | is not centered along the vertical axis of the letter.



APPLE CASUAL Regular

Something like this…

Some circum exes don’t match the line thickness of this monoline font — whoever did it just squashed an angle quatation mark, I guess.



ARIAL Regular

Comma-below is indeed smaller than the sentence comma, but its dot-part shouldn’t be thicker/wider than uc |T|’s stem;
The breves are thinner than the circum!exes;

Also, the comma-below of lc |!| is di"erent from the comma of lc |"|—it’s squashed horizontally.

How it should be:



ARIAL Italic

How it should be:

Comma-below is indeed smaller than the sentence comma, but its dot-part shouldn’t be thicker/wider than lc |T|’s stem.
The breves are thinner than the circum!exes;



ARIAL ROUNDED MT Bold

Something like this:

The circum!exes look like they don’t belong to this font, and some of them are not even centered to the vertical axis of the letters.



AYUTHAYA Regular (see also MONACO Regular)

How it should be:

Comma-accents are not centered to the vertical axis of the letter, and are positioned a bit too far.
The breves should be a bit thicker in the middle, to match the thickness of the circum!exes; also: the breve of lc |!| is not centered along the vertical axis of the letter;



BANK GOTHIC Light

The circum!exes are too tall, and positioned a bit too far relative to the letters;
Debatable: the breves could be scaled a bit (at 95%) and lowered to compensate;
The comma-accents are the same size like the sentence comma.

Like this, with the circum!exes shortened a bit (not scaled down!), then positioned closer to the letter, and with the comma-below 75% and 72% smaller than the sentence comma:



BANK GOTHIC Medium

Debatable: the breves could be scaled a bit (at 95%) and lowered to compensate;
The comma-accents are the same size like the sentence comma.

The circum!exes are too tall, and positioned a bit too far relative to the letters;

Like this, with the circum!exes shortened a bit (not scaled down!), then positioned closer to the letter, and with the comma-below 76% and 67% smaller than the sentence comma:



BASKERVILLE Regular

How it should be:

The breves are positioned a bit too far relative to the letters, and the one for uppercase |!| should be a bit wider;
The comma-accents are not centered relative to the letters, and the ones for the lowercases could be a bit smaller.

The circum!exes of the uppercases should be a bit wider and closer to the letters;



BASKERVILLE Italic

How it should be:

The breves are not skewed properly, and are not aligned to the slanted vertical axis of the letters, and the one for uppercase |!| should be a bit wider;
The comma-accents are not aligned to the slanted vertical axis of the letters, and are positioned a bit too far, adn the ones for lowercases could be a bit smaller;

The circum!exes of the uppercases should be a bit wider;



BASKERVILLE SemiBold

How it should be:

The circum exes of the uppercases should be a bit wider and closer to the letters;
The breves are a bit smaller and narrower than they should, are not symmetrical and are positioned a bit too far relative to the letters;
The comma-accents are not centered relative to the letters.



BASKERVILLE SemiBold Italic

How it should be:

The circum!exes of the uppercases should be a bit wider, and three of the four circum!exes are not aligned to the slanted vertical axis of the leter;
The breves are not skewed at all, it seems, and are not aligned to the slanted vertical axis of the leter;
The comma-accents are not aligned to the slanted vertical axis of the letters, and are positioned a bit too far.



The breves are a bit thinner than they should, and are not symmetrical;

BASKERVILLE Bold

How it should be:

The comma-accentsa are too wide, positioned a bit to far from the letters, and three of the four comma-accents are not aligned to the vertical axis of the letter.

The circum!exes of the uppercases should be a bit wider and closer to the letters;



How it should be:

The breves are not skewed at all, it seems, are misaligned to the slanted vertical axis of the leter, and should be a bit wider;
Some comma-accents are not aligned to the slanted vertical axis of the leter, and are positioned a bit too far.

BASKERVILLE Bold Italic



BLACKMOOR LET PLAIN:2.0 Plain

How they should be:

The font has the |!| and |"| diacritics exclusive to the Romanian alphabet, but not |#|, making it incomplete :/
The circum!exes are a bit thin;
The comma-accents are positioned way too far.



BLACKOAK STANDARD Regular

Circum!exes are not centered relative to the letters, and the ones for the uc |Â| and |Î| are not wide enough.

Something like this:



BODONI SEVENTYTWO ITC TT Book

The circum!ex of the uppercases should be a bit wider than the upper part of uc |Î|;
The breve of uc |!| is too weak, and the one of lc |"| is not aligned to the visual center of the letter.

How it should be:



BODONI SEVENTYTWO ITC TT Book Italic

The circum!exes are way too narrow, a bit rotated clockwise (why?), and some are not centered relative to the letters;

The comma-accents are not slanted at all, it seems.

How it should be:

The breve of uc |!| is a bit weak, and the one of lc |"| is not aligned to the slanted axis of the letter.



BODONI SEVENTYTWO ITC TT Bold

The comma-accents of the lowercases should be scaled down a bit.

How it should be:

The circum!ex of the uppercases should be a bit wider than the upper part of uc |Î|;
The breve of uc |!| is a bit small, and the one of lc |"| is not aligned to the visual center of the letter.



BORDEAUX ROMAN BOLD LET Plain

The font has the |!| and |"| diacritics exclusive to the Romanian alphabet, but not |#|, making it incomplete;
The circum!exes are too thin and small;
The comma-accents are the same size like the sentence comma, and are positioned a bit too far.

Something like this, with the comma-below 80% smaller than the sentence comma:



BRADLEY HAND ITC TT Bold

Even though this font emulates handwriting, I feel the breves of |!|, |"| and the comma-accents of |#| and |$| stray too much from the vertical center axis of the letters.

How it should be:



BRAGANZA ITC TT Regular

The circum!exes are way too big, especially for the lowercases.

Something like this, with the circum!exes shortened a bit (not scaled down!), then lowered, and with the comma-below 90% smaller than the sentence comma:



BRAGANZA SCI TT Regular

The circum!exes are way too big, especially for the lowercases, and one of them is not centered along the vertical axis of the letter.

Something like this, with the circum!exes shortened a bit (not scaled down!), then lowered, and with the comma-below 90% smaller than the sentence comma:



CANDARA Regular

The commas of uc |!| and |"| are not aligned to the vertical axis of the letters.

How it should be:



CANDARA Bold

How it should be:

The comma of uc |!| is not aligned to the vertical axis of the letter.



CANDARA Bold Italic

How it should be:

The breve of lc |!| is positioned a bit too far from the letter.
The comma-accent of uc |"| is not aligned to the vertical axis of the letter.



CAPITALS Bold

Something like this, with the breves thickened a bit, and the comma-accent 75% smaller than the sentence comma:

The breves should be thickened a bit in the middle (but not scaled!) to match the circum!exes;
Comma-accents are the same size like the sentence comma.



CHALKBOARD Regular

Something like this, with the comma-below shortened (not scaled down!):

Comma-accents are exactly the same length like the sentence comma, and are not aligned to the vertical axis of the letter.
Debatable, since this font emulates handwriting: the circum!ex of lc |â| is positioned a bit too far;
The font has the |!| and |"| diacritics exclusive to the Romanian alphabet, but not |#|, making it incomplete :/



CHALKBOARD Bold

Something like this, with the comma-below shortened (not scaled down!):

Debatable, since this font emulates handwriting: the circum!ex of lc |â| is positioned a bit too far;
The font has the |!| and |"| diacritics exclusive to the Romanian alphabet, but not |#|, making it incomplete :/

Comma-accents are exactly the same length like the sentence comma, and are not aligned to the vertical axis of the letter.



CHALKDUSTER Regular

Something like this, with the comma shortened:

The font has the |!| and |"| diacritics exclusive to the Romanian alphabet, but not |#|, making it incomplete;
Comma-accents are the same size like the sentence comma, and the comma-accent of lc |$| is way o!-center.



CHAPARRAL PRO Light Italic

How it should be:

The comma-accents are indeed smaller than the sentence comma, but still too big (not “light” at all), and are not aligned to the slanted vertical axis of the letter.



CHAPARRAL PRO Italic

How it should be:

The comma-accents are indeed smaller than the sentence comma, but still too big, and are not aligned to the slanted vertical axis of the letter.



CHAPARRAL PRO Bold

The breves should be a bit thicker in the middle, to match the thickness of the circum!ex in the middle, and the breve of uc |!| is positioned too far relative to the letter.
The comma-accents are indeed smaller than the sentence comma, but still too big.

How it should be:



CHAPARRAL PRO Bold Italic

The breves should be a bit thicker in the middle, to match the thickness of the circum!ex in the middle, and the breve of uc |!| is not centered relative to the slanted axis of the letter;

How it should be:

The circum!exes of the capitals are positioned a bit too far, and the circum!exes of the letter cases are not skewed properly to the slanted axis of the letter;

The comma-accents are indeed smaller than the sentence comma, but still too big, and are not aligned to the slanted vertical axis of the letter.



COCHIN Italic

Something like this:

The circum!exes and the breves are not skewed and centered properly.



COCHIN Bold Italic

Something like this:

The circum!exes and the breves are not skewed and centered properly;



COLONNA MT Regular

Let me try…

The circum!exes don’t match the inline style of the font at all.



COMIC SANS MS Regular

Something like this:

The breves are thinner than the circum!exes, and a little wider than they should (even for a handwritten font);
Curiously, the comma-below looks more like a comma than the sentence comma itself (but I’ll leave it like that).



COMIC SANS Bold

Something like this:

Curiously, the comma-below looks more like a comma than the sentence comma itself (but I’ll leave it like that).
The breves are thinner than the circum!exes, and a little wider than they should (even for a handwritten font);



COURIER Regular

The circum!exes are positioned a bit too far;
The breves are too wide and not centered;
The comma-accents are indeed smaller than the sentence comma, but still too big, and the comma-accent of uc |!| is not centered along the vertical axis of the letter.

Something like this, with the comma-below 60% smaller than the sentence comma:



COURIER OBLIQUE

The circum!exes are positioned a bit too far;
The breves are too wide and one of them is not centered;
The comma-accents are indeed smaller than the sentence comma, but still too big; Also: the comma-accent of uc |!| is not centered relative to the letter.

Something like this, with the comma-below 67% smaller than the sentence comma:



COURIER Bold

The circum!exes are positioned a bit too far;
The breves are too wide and not centered;
The comma-accents are indeed smaller than the sentence comma, but still too big; Also: the comma-below of uc |!| and |"| are not centered relative to the letters.

Something like this, with the comma-below 67% smaller than the sentence comma:



COURIER Bold OBLIQUE

The circum!exes are positioned a bit too far;
The breves are too wide and not centered;

Something like this, with the comma-below 70% smaller than the sentence comma:

The comma-accents are indeed smaller than the sentence comma, but still too big; Also: the comma-below of uc |!| and |"| are not centered relative to the letters.



!"#$!"#$%&%

COURIER NEW Italic (!"#$%%&#'"()*#"*#"%+,("-".%%/'0"1)&"+22'2"#&3'"2*+4,*(*4#"5"60"7"+82"9)

With Acrobat, Ai and InD, as long as the text remains editable, Adobe’s type rendering engine displays the fonts with some alignment and positioning problems – only
converting the text to outlines [cyan] draws the original font outlines;

When trying the same text in QXP (and just to be sure, also in iDraw on iPad and on Mac), these programs draw the editable text with the original font outlines, here in [cyan].

Something like this:

SPECIAL SITUATION HERE: The original (correct) font outlines have only one problem: the breve of uc |!| is positioned a bit too far, but…



With Acrobat, Ai and InD, as long as the text remains editable, Adobe’s type rendering engine displays the fonts with some alignment and positioning problems – only
converting the text to outlines [cyan] draws the original font outlines;

When trying the same text in QXP (and just to be sure, also in iDraw on iPad and on Mac), these programs draw the editable text with the original font outlines, here in [cyan].

SPECIAL SITUATION HERE: The original (correct) font outlines  has the circum!ex of lc |â|, the breves and the comma-accent of lc |!| misaligned to the slanted axis of the letter, but…

!"#$!"#$%&%

COURIER NEW Bold Italic (I"#$%%&#'"()*#"*#"%+,("-".%%/'0"1)&"+22'2"#&3'"2*+4,*(*4#"5"60"7"+82"9)

Converted to outlines, then with the circum!ex of lowercase |â| and the breves properly centered:



CRACKED Regular

The font has the |!| and |"| diacritics exclusive to the Romanian alphabet, but not |#|, making it incomplete :/

Something like this:

The comma-accents are positioned a bit too far relative to the letter.



DIDOT Regular

The circum!exes of the uppercases should be a bit wider, and the ones of the lowercases are positioned too far from the letter;
The breve for lc |!| is positioned too far from the letter.

Something like this, with the comma-below 85% and 80% smaller than the sentence comma:



DIDOT Italic

The breves are not skewed properly.
The circum!exes of the uppercases should be a bit wider, the ones of the lowercases are positioned too far from the letter, and all are not skewed enough to the right;

The circum!exes and the breves are skewed properly, positioned a bit lower than originally, and the comma-below is 80% and 75% smaller than the sentence comma:



DIDOT Bold

Something like this, with the comma-below 75% and 70% smaller than the sentence comma:

The breve for lc |!| is positioned too far from the letter, and is not aligned to the vertical axis.
The circum!exes of the uppercases should be a bit wider, and the ones of the lowercases are positioned too far from the letter;



The font has the |!| and |"| diacritics exclusive to the Romanian alphabet, but not |#| and |$|, making it incomplete :/
The comma-accents of |!| and |"| look like they don’t belong to this font at all.

Something like this, with the comma scaled at 85% and shortened a bit:

FUTURA Condensed Medium



The font has the |!| and |"| diacritics exclusive to the Romanian alphabet, but not |#| and |$|, making it incomplete :/
To match the look of the font, the circum!exes should be symmetrical;
To match the look of the font, the breves shouldn’t have thinner extremities;
Maybe debatable, but I think the comma-accents are too inclined to the right.

How it should be:

FUTURA Condensed ExtraBold



The comma-accents of lc |!| (and |"|) should be a bit smaller than the comma-accent of uc |#|, and the latter is not aligned to the vertical axis of the letter;
Maybe debatable, but I think the comma-accents are too inclined to the right.

The font has the |#| and |!| diacritics exclusive to the Romanian alphabet, but not |$| and |"|, making it incomplete :/

How it should be, with the comma-below of lowercase |!| and |"| 90% smaller than the ones  of their uppercase counterparts. Aaand… centered properly.

FUTURA Medium



The circum!ex and the breve of the uppercases are slanted a bit more to the right than the letter below;

How it should be:

FUTURA Medium Italic

The font has the |!| and |"| diacritics exclusive to the Romanian alphabet, but not |#| and |$|, making it incomplete :/

Also, the comma-accents of lc |"| (and |$|) should be a bit smaller than the comma-accent of uc |!|.
The comma-below of |!| and |"| look like they are taken from some other font, and are not centered relative to the letters.



GABRIOLA Regular

The circum!exes and the breves of the lowercase letters are too tall.

Something like this:



The circum!ex of lc |â| is not aligned to the vertical axis of the letter, and is positioned too close to the letter;

GADGET Regular

Something like this, with the comma-accent 85% and 80% smaller than the sentence comma, then shortened a bit:

The breve of lc |!| is not aligned to the vertical axis of the letter, and is positioned too close to the letter;
The comma-accents are wider and thicker than the sentence comma, and the ones for |"| and |#| are not aligned to the vertical axis of the letter.



GENEVA Regular (see also SATHU and THONBURI)

All the comma-accents are positioned a bit too far from the letters.

How it should be:

No stylistic reason here for the breves to be thinner in the middle; also, both are not exactly round, and one of them is a bit o!-center;



GILL SANS MT Regular

The circum!ex of lc |â| is not aligned to the vertical axis of the letter, and both lowercase circum!exes are positioned a bit too far from their respective letters;
The breves should have the ends a bit thinner, to match the style of the font, and the breve of lc |!| is positioned a bit too far from its letter.

Like this, with the comma-below 80% smaller than the sentence comma:



GILL SANS MT Bold

Something like this, with the comma-accents 80% and 75% smaller than the sentence comma:

The breves are: (1) too big, (2) should have the ends a bit thinner, to match the style of the font, (3) are positioned a bit too far from the letters, and (4) are not centered vertically.



GILL SANS Ultra Bold Regular

Those accents are anything but ultra bold…

Something like this, with the comma-below 65% smaller than the sentence comma:



HELVETICA Light

The comma-below is the same size like the sentence comma.

Like this, with the sentence comma scaled down at 90%, so that the width of its square-point part is just a bit narrower than T’s stem:

The font has the |!| and |"| diacritics exclusive to the Romanian alphabet, but not |#|, making it incomplete :/

The circum!exes of |Î| and |î| are not aligned to the vertical axis of the letter;



HELVETICA Light Oblique

The comma below is the same size like the sentence comma.
The circum!exes of |Î| and |î| are not aligned along the slanted axis of the letter;

The font has the |!| and |"| diacritics exclusive to the Romanian alphabet, but not |#|, making it incomplete :/

Like this, with the sentence comma scaled down at 90%, so that the width of its square-point part is just a bit narrower than T’s stem:



HELVETICA Regular

The comma-below of lc |!| is not aligned to the vertical axis of the letter.

The breves are not symmetrical, and their thickness doesn’t match the thickness of the circum!exes;

How it should be:

The circum!ex of uc |Î| is not aligned to vertical axis of the letter;



!"#$%&'()*,
HELVETICA Oblique

The circum!ex of uc |Â| and of lc |î| are not aligned to the slanted axis of the letters;
The breves should be a bit thicker in the middle, to match the thickness of the circum!exes.

How it should be:



HELVETICA Bold

The comma-accents are positioned a bit too far from the letters, and the comma of uc |!| is not aligned to the vertical axis of the letter.
The breves should be a bit thicker in the middle, to match the thickness of the circum!exes;

How it should be:



HELVETICA Bold Oblique

The breves should be a bit thicker in the middle, to match the thickness of the circum!exes;
The comma-accents are positioned a bit too far from the letter.

How it should be:



HELVETICA NEUE Condensed Bold :!"#$%%&#'"()*#"*#"%+,("-".%%/'0"1)&"+22'2"()'"2*+4,*(*4#";&,"60"7"+82"9<

The breves should be a bit thicker, to match the thickness of the circum!exes;
The comma-accents are too long/tall and a bit too narrow, and the one for lc |!| is not centered to the letter.

Since this is a condensed (”tall”) font, the sentence comma looks taller/elongated, too, but don’t fall into the trap of thinking the comma-accent should also be tall:



HELVETICA NEUE Condensed Black :!"#$%%&#'"()*#"*#"%+,("-".%%/'0"1)&"+22'2"()'"2*+4,*(*4#";&,"60"7"+82"9<

The breves should be a bit thicker, to match the thickness of the circum!exes;
The comma-accents are too long/tall, and the one for lc |!| is not centered along the vertical axis of the letter.

Since this is a condensed (”tall”) font, the sentence comma looks taller/elongated, too, but don’t fall into the trap of thinking the comma-accent should also be tall:



HELVETICA NEUE UltraLight Italic :!"#$%%&#'"()*#"*#"%+,("-".%%/'0"1)&"+22'2"()'"2*+4,*(*4#";&,"60"7"+82"9<

The circum!exes are not slanted like the axis of the letters, and some aren’t aligned to it;
The breves are not aligned to the central slanted axis of the letters;
The comma-below of uc |!| is not aligned to the central slanted axis of the letter.

How it should be:



The breves should be a bit thicker, to match the thickness of the circum!exes;
The comma-below is the same size like the sentence comma, and the one of lc |!| is not centered along the vertical axis of the letter.

Like this, with the sentence comma scaled down at 77%, so that the width of its square-point part is just a bit narrower than T’s stem:

HELVETICA NEUE Light :!"#$%%&#'"()*#"*#"%+,("-".%%/'0"1)&"+22'2"()'"2*+4,*(*4#";&,"60"7"+82"9<



The comma below is the same size like the sentence comma.

The circum!ex of uc |Â| and all the breves aren’t aligned to the central slanted axis of their respective letters;
The breves should be a bit thicker, to match the thickness of the circum!exes;

Like this, with the sentence comma scaled down at 77%, so that the width of its square-point part is just a bit narrower than T’s stem:

HELVETICA NEUE Light Italic :!"#$%%&#'"()*#"*#"%+,("-".%%/'0"1)&"+22'2"()'"2*+4,*(*4#";&,"60"7"+82"9<



HELVETICA NEUE Regular :!"#$%%&#'"()*#"*#"%+,("-".%%/'0"1)&"+22'2"()'"2*+4,*(*4#";&,"60"7"+82"9<

The breves are not symmetrical, and they should be a bit thicker, to match the thickness of the circum!exes;
The width of the square-point part of comma-below is wider than |T|’s stem.

Like this, with the comma-accent scaled down horizontally, so that the width of its square-point part is just a bit narrower than |T|’s stem:



HELVETICA NEUE Italic :!"#$%%&#'"()*#"*#"%+,("-".%%/'0"1)&"+22'2"()'"2*+4,*(*4#";&,"60"7"+82"9<

Like this, with the sentence comma scaled down at 80%, so that the width of its square-point part is just a bit narrower than |T|’s stem:

The comma-below is the same size like the sentence comma.

The circum!ex of uc |Â| and all the breves aren’t aligned to the central slanted axis of their respective letters;
The breves should be a bit thicker, to match the thickness of the circum!exes;



HELVETICA NEUE Medium :!"#$%%&#'"()*#"*#"%+,("-".%%/'0"1)&"+22'2"()'"2*+4,*(*4#";&,"60"7"+82"9<

Like this, with the comma-accent scaled down horizontally, so that the width of its square-point part is a bit narrower than |T|’s stem:

The breves are not symmetrical, and they should be a bit thicker, to match the thickness of the circum!exes;
The width of the square-point part of comma-below is wider than |T|’s stem.



HELVETICA NEUE Bold 

The breves are slightly non-symmetrical, and they should be a bit thicker, to match the thickness of the circum!exes

How it should be:



HELVETICA NEUE Bold Italic :!"#$%%&#'"()*#"*#"%+,("-".%%/'0"1)&"+22'2"()'"2*+4,*(*4#";&,"60"7"+82"9<

The comma-below is the same size like the sentence comma.

The circum!ex of uc |Â| and all the breves aren’t aligned to the slanted axis of their respective letters;
The breves should be a bit thicker, to match the thickness of the circum!exes;

Something like this:



HOEFLER TEXT Regular

The circum!exes of uc |Î| and |Â| should be a bit wider;
There’s no reason for the breve of lc |!| to be thinner than the one for uc |"|, and the breve of the uppercase should also be a bit wider.

How it should be:



HOEFLER TEXT Italic

Like this, with the comma-below 85% and 80% smaller than the sentence comma:

There are circum!exes, breves and commas that are not centered to the letter;
The circum!exes are not slanted to the angled axis of the letter;
The comma-accents are not slanted at all to the angled axis of the letter, it seems, while the sentence comma is.



HOEFLER TEXT Black Italic

Like this, with the comma-below 85% and 75% smaller than the sentence comma:

There are circum!exes, breves and commas that are not centered to the letter;
The circum!exes are not slanted to the angled axis of the letter;
The comma-accents are not slanted at all to the angled axis of the letter, it seems, while the sentence comma is.



IMPACT Regular

Both the circum!exes and the breves should be a bit thicker and wider, to match the thickness of the letters.

OBSERVATION: This is a condensed (”tall”) font, so the sentence comma looks taller/elongated, too, but don’t fall into the trap of thinking the point-part of comma-accent should also be tall:



How it should be, with the rest of the diacritics added:

JENSON OLD STYLE TT Regular

The circum ex of lc |â| is wider than the upper part of |a| (the letter beneath) — it seems to have been taken from its uppercase counterpart, instead of being taken from lc |î|;

Also, the circum exes of the uppercases are positioned a bit too far from the letters;



KRUNGTHEP Regular (see also SILOM)

The comma-accents are not aligned to the vertical axis of the letters, are a bit too small and are positioned too far.

Like this, with the comma-below 65% smaller than the sentence comma:



LUCIDA GRANDE Regular

The breve of lc |!| is not aligned to the visual center/vertical axis of the letter.
The comma-accent is positioned a bit too far from the letters.

How it should be:



LUCIDA GRANDE Bold

The comma-accents are a bit bigger than they should, and some are not aligned to the visual center/vertical axis of the letter.

Like this, with the comma-below 80% smaller than the sentence comma:



LUCIDA SANS UNICODE Regular

How it should be:

The breve of lc |!| is not aligned to the visual center/vertical axis of the letter.



MARKER FELT Thin

The letters of uppercase |Â|, |!| and |Î| are smaller than |A| and |I|;
The circum!exes should be thicker, to match the thickness of the other diacritics;
Despite the fact this font emulates handwriting with its inherent “sloppiness”, I consider the comma-below of uc |"| to be way o"-axis.

Uppercase |!| is the same in both the Thin and Wide weights of the font;

How it should be:



MARKER FELT Wide

The letters of uppercase |Â|, |!| and |Î| are smaller than uppercase |A| and |I|.
Uppercase |!| is the same in both the Thin and Wide weights of the font;

How it should be:



MINION PRO Bold Condensed Italic

Some comma-accents are not centered along the slanted axis of the letters.

How it should be:



MINION PRO Italic

Some comma-accents are not centered along the slanted axis of the letters.

How it should be:



MINION PRO Medium Italic

Some comma-accents are not centered along the slanted axis of the letters.

How it should be:



MINION PRO SemiBold Italic

Some comma-accents are not centered along the slanted axis of the letters.

How it should be:



MINION PRO Bold Italic

Some comma-accents are not centered along the slanted axis of the letters.

How it should be:



MONA LISA SOLID ITC TT Regular

The breves don’t match the look of the circum!ex, and besides, they are not centered along the visual center/vertical axis of the letters;
The comma-below is the same size like the sentence comma, and in my opinion, it’s too bulky when compared to the other accents.

No matter how much I’d scale down the sentence comma (to use it for comma-below), its bulkiness would look out of place compared to the other diacritics, so…

!"#$%&'()*+



How it should be:

MONACO Regular (see also AYUTHAYA Regular)

Comma-accents are not centered to the vertical axis of the letter, and are positioned a bit too far.
The breves should be a bit thicker in the middle, to match the thickness of the circum!exes; also: the breve of lc |!| is not centered along the vertical axis of the letter;



MYRIAD PRO Condensed

Some comma-accents are not centered along the slanted axis of the letter:
The breve of lc |!| is not centered along the slanted axis of the letter:

How it should be:



How it should be:

MYRIAD PRO Bold Condensed Italic

Some comma-accents are not centered along the slanted axis of the letter:



How it should be:

MYRIAD PRO Italic

Some comma-accents are not centered along the slanted axis of the letter:



AMERICAN TYPEWRITER CONDENSED Light

How it should be:

MYRIAD PRO SemiBold Italic

Some comma-accents are not centered along the slanted axis of the letter:



How it should be:

MYRIAD PRO Bold Italic

Some comma-accents are not centered along the slanted axis of the letter:



Lowercase |!| is missing.

MYRIAD WEB PRO Regular

How it should be:



MYRIAD WEB PRO Italic

Despite it including |!| and |"| exclusive to Romanian alphabet, uppercase |#| and lowercase |$| are missing, making this weight incomplete for Romanian.

How it should be:

Some commas are not centered along the slanted axis of their respective letters.



MYRIAD WEB PRO Bold

Uppercase |!| and lowercase |"| are missing, making this weight incomplete for Romanian.

How it should be:



Lowercase |!| is missing.

MYRIAD WEB PRO Regular

How it should be:



MYRIAD WEB PRO Italic

Despite the fact it includes |!| and |"| exclusive to Romanian alphabet, uc |#| and lc |$| are missing, making this weight incomplete for texts in Romanian.

How it should be:

Some commas are not centered along the slanted axis of their respective letters.



MYRIAD WEB PRO Bold

Despite the fact it includes |!| and |"| exclusive to Romanian alphabet, uc |#| and lc |$| are missing, making this weight incomplete for texts in Romanian.

How it should be:



NOTEWORTHY Light

Something like this:

The thickness of the diacritics is not similar;
Debatable, since this font emulates handwriting: the breves and the commas should be centered along the vertical axis of the letters.



NOTEWORTHY Bold

Something like this:

The comma-below of lc |!| looks like a cedilla.

Debatable, since this font emulates handwriting: the breves and th commas should be centered along the vertical axis of the letters;
The thickness of the diacritics is not similar;



PALATINO Regular

The circum!ex of lc |î| is not centered along the vertical axis of the letter;

Something like this, with the comma-below 95% and 90% smaller than the sentence comma, then shortened a bit:

The comma-accents are the same size like the sentence comma, and are not centered along the vertical axis of the letter.



PALATINO Italic

The circum!ex of lc |î| is not centered along the slanted axis of the letter;

Like this, with the comma-below 95% and 90% smaller than the sentence comma, then shortened a bit:

The comma-accents are the same size like the sentence comma, and some are not aligned to the visual center/slanted axis of the letter.



PALATINO Bold

The comma-accents are the same size like the sentence comma, and some are not centered along the vertical axis of the letter.

Something like this:

The circum!exes are placed a bit too far from the letter (the lowercase ones shouldn’t go beyond the overshoot line), and the one for lc |â| is slightly wider than the upper part of the letter;
The breves are a a bit too wide;



PALATINO Bold Italic

The comma-accents are the same size like the sentence comma, and some are not aligned along the visual centerslanted axis of the letter;

Something like this:



PALATINO LINOTYPE Regular

The circum!exes are positioned a bit too far from the letters (the lowercase ones shouldn’t go beyond the overshoot line);
The comma-accents look di"erent from the sentence comma and also from the quotes, so I think these don’t belong to this font at all.

Something like this:



Something like this:

PALATINO LINOTYPE Italic

The circum!exes are positioned a bit too far from the letters (the lowercase ones shouldn’t go beyond the overshoot line);
The comma-accents look di"erent from the sentence comma and also from the quotes, so I think these don’t belong to this font at all.



PALATINO LINOTYPE Bold

The circum!exes are positioned a bit too far from the letters (the lowercase ones shouldn’t go beyond the overshoot line);
The comma-accents look di"erent from the sentence comma and also from the quotes, and with that thin tail I think these don’t belong to this font at all.

Something like this:



Something like this:

PALATINO LINOTYPE Bold Italic

The circum!exes are positioned a bit too far from the letters (the lowercase ones shouldn’t go beyond the overshoot line);
The comma-accents look di"erent from the sentence comma and also from the quotes, so I think these don’t belong to this font at all.



PARTY LET PLAIN:1.0 Plain

The comma-accents of |!| and |"| are not aligned to the visual center/slanted axis of the letters;

Something like this (here’s a rather rare case where thicker extremities for the breves is OK):

The font has the |!| and |#| diacritics exclusive to the Romanian alphabet, but not |$|, making it incomplete :/



SANTA FE LET PLAIN:1.0 Bold

Something like this:

Despite the fact it includes |!| and |"| exclusive to Romanian alphabet, uc |#| and lc |$| are missing, making this weight incomplete for texts in Romanian;
None of the the comma-accents are aligned to the visual center/slanted axis of the characters.



SATHU Regular (see also GENEVA and THONBURI)

All the comma-accents are positioned a bit too far from the letter, and despite the fact Sathu is based on the Geneva font, here they are not centered to its vertical axis.

How it should be:

Some circum!exes are not centered along the vertical axis of the letter;
No stylistic reason here for the breves to be thinner in the middle; also, both are not exactly round, and one of them is a bit o"-center;



SAVOYE LET PLAIN:1.0 Plain

This is a slanted font, but the breves are not slanted at all;
Some comma-accents are not centered along the slanted axis of the letters.

Illustrator’s text rendering engine scales down uppercase |Â| and |Î| close to the level of the lowercases;

Something like this, with the comma-accent for lc |!| and |"| scaled down 80%:



SILOM Regular (see also KRUNGTHEP Regular)

The comma-accents should be a bit wider, to match the weight of the other accents, are not aligned to the vertical axis of the letters, and are positioned a bit too far.

How it should be:



SKIA Regular

How it should be:

The comma-accents are not aligned to the vertical axis of the letter, mainly because they are too long and slanted too much.
There’s some Unicode glitch with this font, so when I input uc |!| (Tcommaacent) from the keyboard, it automatically switches to uc |"| (Tcedilla);



SNELL ROUNDHAND Regular

The circum!exes are not slanted enough.

Something like this, with the comma-below 85% smaller than the sentence comma:



SNELL ROUNDHAND Bold

The circum!exes are not slanted enough.

Something like this, with the comma-below 85% smaller than the sentence comma:



SNELL ROUNDHAND Black

The circum!exes are not slanted enough.

Something like this, with the comma-below 80% and 75% smaller than the sentence comma:



STONE SANS ITC TT Bold

The comma-accents are a bit too long and too far from the letters, and three out of four aren’t centered along the vertical axis of the letter.

Something like this:

The breves are a bit oversized, and the breve of lc |!| is not centered along the vertical axis of the letter;
The circum!ex of lc |â| is not centered along the vertical axis of the letter;



The comma-accents are a bit too long and too far from the letters, and one is not centered along the vertical axis of the letter.

How it should be:

The circum!ex of uc |Â| is not centered along the vertical axis of the letter;
The breves are a bit wider than they should, and the breve of lc |!| is not centered along the vertical axis of the letter;

STONE SANS SEM ITC TT Semi



STONE SANS SEM ITC TT SemiIta

The comma-accents are the same size like the sentence comma, and three out of four aren’t centered along the slanted axis of the letter.

Something like this, with the comma-below 80% smaller than the sentence comma, then shortened a bit:

The circum!exes of uc |Â|, uc |Î| and lc |î| are not centered along the slanted axis of the letter;
The breves are a bit wider than they should, and the breve of uc |!| is not centered along the vertical axis of the letter;



TEXTILE Regular

The comma-accents are the same size like the sentence comma, and three out of four aren’t centered along the visual center/slanted axis of the letter.
The breves should be thicker in the middle, to match the thickness of the circum!exes;

Something like this, with the comma-below 80% smaller than the sentence comma, then shortened a bit:



THONBURI Regular (see also GENEVA and SATHU)

The comma-below of lc |!| is positioned a bit too far from the letter.

How it should be:

No stylistic reason here for the breves to be thinner in the middle; also, both are not exactly round, and one of them is a bit o!-center;



TIMES Regular

The breve of lc |!| is not centered along the letter.
The comma-accents are the same size like the sentence comma.

The circum!ex of lc |â| should be a bit narrower than the width of the upper part of the letter, then copied over to lc |î|; 

Something like this, with the comma-below 90% and 85% smaller than the sentence comma:



TIMES Italic

The breve of uc |!| is not centered along the slanted axis of the letter.
The comma-accents are the same size like the sentence comma, and three out of four are not centered along the slanted axis of the letter.

The circum!ex of uc |Â| is positioned higher than it should, while the circum!ex of uc |Î| is OK vertically, but is not centered along the slanted axis of the letter; 

Something like this, with the comma-below 90% and 85% smaller than the sentence comma:



TIMES Bold

Compared to the circum!exes, the breves are a bit thinner in the middle;
The comma-accents are the same size like the sentence comma.

Like this, with the comma-below 80% and 75% smaller than the sentence comma:



TIMES Bold Italic

Something like this, with the comma-below 80% and 75% smaller than the sentence comma:

Compared to the circum!exes, the breves are a bit thinner in the middle;
The comma-accents are the same size like the sentence comma, and anyway three out of four are not centered along the slanted axis of the letter.

The circum!ex of uc |Â| is positioned higher than it should, while the circum!ex of uc |Î| is OK vertically, but is not centered along the slanted axis of the letter; 



TIMES NEW ROMAN Regular

Something like this:

Compared to the circum!exes, the breves are shorter in height.

!"#$%&'()*!



TIMES NEW ROMAN Italic

How it should be:

!"#$%&'()*!
The comma-accents of  |!| and |"| aren’t centered along the slanted axis of the letter.

The circum!ex of uppercase |Â| as editable text is not centered along the slanted axis of the letter, and when it’s converted to outlines it’s still not centered;
The breve of lowercase |#| is not centered along the slanted axis of the letter, and when the text is converted to outlines, it’s even further from the axis;

In Acrobat, Ai and InD, as long as the text remains editable (red), there are multiple problems listed below – and converting the text to outlines (cyan) moves things around;
(Trying the same text in QXP (and just to be sure, also in iDraw on iPad and on Mac) doesn’t exhibit this problem – these programs draw the text with the original font outlines).



TIMES NEW ROMAN Bold

Something like this:

!"#$%&'()*+
Considering this is the bold weight of the font, the comma-below looks a bit “thin”.

Compared to the circum!exes, the breves are shorter in height.

In Acrobat, Ai & InD, as long as the text remains editable (red), the circum!exes of |Â| and |Î| are positioned too far from the letters – only converting the text to outlines (cyan) solves that;
(Trying the same text in QXP (and just to be sure, also in iDraw on iPad and on Mac) doesn’t exhibit this problem – these programs draw the text with the original font outlines).



TIMES NEW ROMAN Bold Italic

Something like this:

!"#$%&'()*!
The comma-accents of  |!| and |"| aren’t centered along the slanted axis of the letter.

The circum!exes of uppercase |Â| and lowercase |â| as editable text are not centered along the slanted axis of the letter, and when it’s converted to outlines;
The breve of lowercase |#| is not centered along the slanted axis of the letter, and when the text is converted to outlines, it’s even further from the axis;

In Acrobat, Ai and InD, as long as the text remains editable (red), there are multiple problems listed below – and converting the text to outlines (cyan) moves things around;
(Trying the same text in QXP (and just to be sure, also in iDraw on iPad and on Mac) doesn’t exhibit this problem – these programs draw the text with the original font outlines).



TW CENT MT Regular

Something like this, with the comma-accent 70% smaller than the sentence comma, then shortened a bit:

The circum!exes don’t match the font’s geometric, minimalist style;



TW CENT MT Italic

Something like this, with the comma-accent 90% smaller than the sentence comma, then shortened a bit:

The circum!exes are slanted a bit too much to the right—more than the slanted axis of the letters—and the circum!ex of lc |î| is not centered along the slanted vertical axis;
The breves should be a bit thicker throughout, to match the thickness of the circum!exes.



TW CENT MT Bold

Something like this, with the comma-accent 90% smaller than the sentence comma, then shortened a bit:

The breves should be a bit thicker throughout, to match the thickness of the circum!exes, and the breve of lc |!| is slightly o"-center.



UNIVERSITY ROMAN BOLD LET PLAIN:1.0 Plain

Something like this, with the comma-accent 80% smaller than the sentence comma:

These circum!exes are too big and thick.



VERDANA Regular

How it should be:

The breves should be thicker in the middle and a bit thinner at the extremities, not the other way around.

!"#$!"#$%&%



!"#$!"#$%&%

VERDANA Italic

How it should be:

Some circum!exes are not centered along the slanted axis of the letters;
The breves should be thicker in the middle and a bit thinner at the extremities, not the other way around; also, the breves are not centered along the slanted axis of the letters.

!"#$!"#$%&%



VERDANA Bold

How it should be:

The breves should be thicker in the middle and a bit thinner at the extremities, not the other way around;
The comma-below of uppercase |!| is not centered along the vertical axis of the letter.

!"#$!"#$%&%



!"#$!"#$%&%

VERDANA Bold Italic

How it should be:

Some circum!exes are not centered along the slanted axis of the letters;
The breves should be thicker in the middle and a bit thinner at the extremities, not the other way around; also, the breves are not centered along the slanted axis of the letters.

!"#$!"#$%&%



ZAPFINO Regular

With the comma-below centered and  scaled down at 92 and 90%:

The comma-accents are not aligned to the slanted axis of the letters, and could be a bit smaller.


